MAC AG-VENTURES & YOU

K – GRADE – LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

(Choose one from the following lessons)

1. Lesson: **Seed Match** - Students compare seeds using multiple senses. They match and glue various seeds onto paper as they learn how seeds travel from one location to another. Using a magnifying glass, they will compare the different sizes/shapes/color/texture/weight and purpose.

2. Lesson: **Nutrition Ag-Venture** – Students learn how the food we eat comes from a farm as they observe a presenter putting together a pretend pizza with fake food items. They learn how each of the 12 items on the pizza comes from a farm.

3. Lesson: **Plant Farm (Ag-Venture) Bracelet and Necklace** – Students learn in a crafty way as they put together a multicolored beaded bracelet that depicts what plants need to grow.

**Registration:** $35.00 per class (25 – 30 students), 45 minute in-class lessons

**Contact:** Victor Jimenez or University of Arizona MAC Farm Ag-Ventures

**Cell:** (480) 620-8633

**Email:** vicjimenez@yahoo.com

**MAC:** (520) 374-6216